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We use a quantum-statistical method to derive general equations to describe the behavior of the elec
tron-nuclear spin system of a crystal containing paramagnetic impurities under the action of variable 
magnetic fields. We assume that the electron spin resonance lines are non-uniformly broadened and 
the dipole-dipole interaction of the impurity electron spins is considered to be a separate reservoir. 
We study on the basis of the general equations the relaxation of the spin system and the dynamical 
nuclear polarization, taking spectral diffusion into account. 

1. In solids containing paramagnetic impurities when 
the forbidden paramagnetic resonance is saturated in a 
variable magnetic field at right angles to a constant 
field, the nuclei acquire a large polarization. This 
phenomenon is called dynamical nuclear polarization 
(DNP) and is by itself a powerful means to polarize 
them. 

A rigorous theoretical consideration of DNP on the 
basis of the concept of a spin temperature was given 
in [l, 2J where it was assumed that the electron spin 
resonance (ESR) line width was caused by dipole-dipole 
(d-d) interaction and that the different spins possessed 
the same Larmor frequencies. These assumptions 
correspond to a uniform ESR line broadening and are 
not justified in the case of non-uniform line broadening 
when there is a distribution of spins over Larmor fre
quencies around some central frequency Wo = YsH 
( 'YS > 0 is the gyromagnetic ratio for the electron 
spins, H a constant magnetic field parallel to the 
z-axis). 

Let us write out some causes leading to a non
uniform ESR line broadeningPJ a) non-uniformity of 
the external magnetic field; b) anisotropy of the g
factor in the case of a polycrystalline sample; c) a 
spread in the values of the internal crystalline field 
caused by lattice defects; d) hyperfine interaction (HFI) 
of the electron spin with the nuclei (alkali-halide crys
tals with F-centers, semiconductors with donor and 
acceptor impurities, dilute paramagnetic salt). 

According to Portis [3 J the electronic spin system 
under conditions of non-uniform broadening can be 
considered as a sytem of spin packets with different 
resonance frequencies wn ( n-number of the packet) 
each of which contains Nn magnetically equivalent 
spins so that N = :0Nn is the total number of spins (it 
is equal to the number of paramagnetic impurity ions). 
The n-th packet is described by a "uniform" function 
of the form cp ( w - wn) with a width b. which for not 
too small spin concentrations is caused mainly by the 
secular part of the d-d interaction. The distribution of 
the spin packets is described by the ratio gn = Nn/N. 
In the limit of a continuous distribution of resonance 
frequencies gn ~ g( w - wn) where g( w - wo) is a 
"non-uniform" function with a shape with a width 
6. * = 1/Tf. Both functions of the form cp ( w - w') and 
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g(w'- w0 ) are usually assumed to be normalized: 
00 

S rp(w- w')dw = 1, ~ g((•>'- w0 )dw' = 1. 

The condition b.* << 6. correspond to a uniform ESR 
line broadening, and the condition 6. * >> b. to non
uniform broadening; an intermediate case when 
6. * ~ 6. is also possible. When the broadening is non
uniform a large number of spin packets is fitted into 
an absorption line and it is just this case which will 
interest us in the following. 

There is no consistent DNP theory for the case 
6. << 6. *, and there are only some attempts [2 • 4 • 5 ] at a 
semiphenomenological explanation of the experimental 
facts. In the present paper we present a strictly 
quantum-mechanical theory of DNP for the case of a 
non-uniform ESR line broadening taking the d-d reser
voir and spectral diffusion into account. For the sake 
of simplicity our considerations are restricted to the 
uniform case for the nuclear spin system, i.e., we as
sume that in the DNP process it is in a state of internal 
equilibrium characterized by a single spin tempera
ture.1l This corresponds to the case of a fast nuclear 
spin diffusion. Moreover, the interaction between the 
nuclear spins which is responsible for establishing the 
internal equilibrium in the nuclear subsystem is not 
explicitly distinguished. As usual we assume that the 
following inequalities are satisfied: 

t><wr~t.·~wn, 

where WI is the nuclear resonance frequency. We must 
note that when WI >> 6. * we get a picture of DNP where 
the ESR line width does not play an important role. 

The variable magnetic field acting upon the spin 
system will be considered as a quanta! subsystem con
sisting of two modes - an electronic and a nuclear one 
- each of which interacts in resonance fashion with the 
corresponding spin-system. In final reckoning the 
classical character of the variable field is taken into 
account as follows: the inverse of the mode temperature 
is put equal to zero and the quanta! correlation func-

0The nuclei in the immediate vicinity of a paramagnetic center are 
excluded from our considerations. 
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tions are replaced by classical ones. This way to de
scribe a variable field, proposed in [6 J leads to a time
independent total Hamiltonian of the spin-system. The 
inclusion of two modes in our consideration enables us 
to formulate general equations in a form which is 
suitable for describing a number of effects connected 
with electron-nuclear double resonances. 

To elucidate the physical importance of the quantum
statistical procedure used in this paper we make some 
remarks. In the electron-nuclear spin-system of a 
crystal in contact with a variable field and with a lattice, 
such as we are considering, we can distinguish two 
time scales: a small time T and a large time T. After 
the elapsing of a time T a certain kind of smoothing 
out is approached in the behavior of the spin-system 
when the details of the initial information are lost, a 
quasi-equilibrium state is established in which each 
subsystem in internal equilibrium and the subsequent 
development in time is determined by the slowly 
changing macroscopic parameters. The slow process 
of evolution of the quasi-equilibrium state to a state of 
complete equilibrium proceeds over a time T and is 
described by a non-equilibrium density matrix the form 
of which can be established based on a method worked 
out by Zubarev _[?J This method makes it possible to 
describe the equations for statistical averages of 
those operators which commute with the interaction 
which is important over the small time scale. In our 
problem this condition is satisfied by the Zeeman 
energies of the different spin packets, the Zeeman 
energy of the nuclear spins, the secular part of the 
d-d interaction of the electron spins, the Hamiltonians 
of the lattice and the variable field and therefore the 
corresponding degrees of freedom will be considered 
as separate subsystems each of which is in internal 
equilibrium at its own temperature. 

2. The Hamiltonian of the spin-system of the 
crystal will be written in the form 2 > 

11 111 m 
1 

."itd = z :2; A,1S,;'S,.j' + ~ B;jS,;+S,;-, 
nr,'d nij 

"' 1 
."its,= 2 :2; {v+'(im)Im- + v-'(im)Im+}Sni'. 

inrn 

Here ::Its and :Jei are the Zeeman energies of the elec
tronic and nuclear spins; ."feL the lattice Hamiltonian; 
:1rd that part of the d-d interaction which commutes with 
the Zeeman energy ::ICn of a separate spin packet; ;;lh 
= .YC ~ +J'C~ where :JC~ and ."!e~ are the Hamiltonians of 

the transverse variable magnetic fields with frequencies 
ns and ni which are at resonance, respectively, with 

2>Concrete expressions for Aij• Bij and v±z(in) can, for instance, be 
found in [4 ]. 

the electronic and nuclear spin systems; h§, hf oper

ators describing these fields; ."ft'sL the spin-orbit inter
action; ."ft'si the anisotropic part of the HFI responsible 
for the DNP, MeR the interaction between different 
spin packets causing spectral diffusion [sJ i.e., the 
process of cross-relaxation in the limits of a non
uniformly broadened line, J't'Sh and ."ft'Ih the interac
tions of electronic and nuclear spins with their reso
nance fields (the action of the variable fields on 
"foreign" spins will in the following be neglected); s~i 
(a= x, y, z) the electronic spin operator at the i-th 
lattice site and belonging to the n-th packet; I~ the 
nuclear spin operator at the m-th site. The operators 
s;; = S~ ±iS~, I~ = I~ ± ilfu satisfy the usual 
commutation relations for angular momenta: 

L ± are lattice operators, wi = YIH, YI the nuclear gyro
magnetic ratio, and we assume that n = 1. 

We consider ."!t'n, ."'t'd, 3f.I, :JfL, ;Jth as subsystems and 
denote by f3n, f3d, f3I, f3L, and f3h = 0 the corresponding 
inverse temperatures.3 > The spin-system as a whole 
will thus in the process of absorbing the energy of the 
variable field be in a quasi-equilibrium state. Under 
those conditions we can apply the method of construct
ing the non-equilibrium density matrix worked out by 
Zubarev .C 7 J The equations of motion for the Heisenberg 
operators of the subsystems have the form 

die' 1 - -
- 1-' = -. [J't,, Jf] = K,(t), 

([ l 

- -
d:Je d 1 - - d:Je h 1 - -
~= T[."ft'd,.'tt']= Kd(t), ~ =TUifh,."ft'J=Kh(t), 

d;i{ L 1 - - { "' } -dt- == T[."ft'L, :Je] = KL(t) =- -;Kn(f) + J?d(l)+ KI(t)-t- J?h(t) , 

(1) 

where Kn ( t), KI ( t), ... are current operators, Q( t) 
= eixtQe-bet(Q an arbitrary operator in the Schro
dinger representation). The last equations are a con
sequence of the energy conservation law in operator 
form.C 9 J Following Zubarev [7 J, we can use Eqs. (1) to 
construct generalized integrals of motion and using 
then the non-equilibrium density matrix p for the 
stationary case. In the high-temperature approxima
tion for the magnetic subsystems we get 

~The possibility to characterize the d-d reservoir by a single 
temperature is connected with the fact that J(d contains terms such as 

fft~n' = + ~ Aii S~1S~'i (n =F n'), 
ij 

which commute with the Zeeman energy of the packets but do not com
mute with the energies of the d-d interaction of separate packets. xa'?
causes a fast exchange of energy between different d-d reservoirs with
out changing the Zeeman energy and leads to an equalization of the tem
peratures of these reservoirs over a time which is of the order of the small 
time T which we mentioned earlier. 
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exp(-~r .. o/CL) { '>:' 
p = -- :Je 1- L.J ~n.7t'n- Pr.7t'r- ~d.o/Cd 

Sp exp( -h L) n 

PL 0 

+ ~ ~ d), ~ e'1e'-" r. l ~ (~n- ~L)Kn(t)+ (~d- ~L)Jid(t) 
~L 0 -= n 

+(~r- ~L)Kr(t)- ~LKh(t)] e->.'lfr.dt }· 

One shows easily that 

where ( ... ) = Tr ( ... )/Tr 1, Q = Tr pQ. Similarly 

Kr = Lrr( Pr- Br.) + ~ LrnWn- ~L) + Lid(~d- Pr.)- Lrh~L, 

n' 

The kinetic coefficients Lik are determined from the 
formulae 

{2) 

( 5) 

The symmetry properties of the kinetic coefficients 
used in (5) are the usual Onsager relations. The trans
ition to the limit E - + 0 in ( 5) must be made after the 
integrals have been evaluated. 

In the stationary case neither p in (2) nor as a re
sult the quantities occurring in (3) and (4) are time
dependent. In the following we assume that Eqs. (3) 
and (4) remain valid also when f3I, f3n, and f3d depend 
on the time. This assumption physically corresponds 
to considering a quasi-static process when the dis
persion of the kinetic coefficients can be neglected. 
Averaging Eqs. (1) using the density matrix p( t) 
evaluated by means of (2) with the change {3 I n d 
- {3 I,n,d ( t), and bearing in mind what we h.{v~ said, 
we get the following equations for the inverse tempera
tures: 

dBr=-· k1 
<_.'Jf~')' dt dt 

d~d Kd 
dt - - (:Je i) . ( 6) 

To evaluate the kinetic coefficients we must con
sider the interaction 3t1 between the subsystems to be 
a small perturbation. In second-order perturbation 
theory the correlators ( KK ( t)) which occur in (5) 
have the form 

t h 

K (t) = K0(t)- ~ dt 1 ~ dt2 [K0 (t), .7t' 1°(t1)], :tt't"(tz) ], (7) 

where the index 0 indicates operators taken in the 
interaction representation according to the usual rule 
Q0 ( t) = exp ( i 3t o t) Q exp ( -i 3t ot) and where we have 
borne in mind that terms linear in :Je1 do not contribute 
to the quantities which are of interest to us. Straight
forward though cumbersome calculations of the kinetic 
coefficients, using Eqs. (7) and (5) lead after neglecting 
unimportant terms to the following set to determine the 
inverse temperatures: 

d~I __ ~I- ~!:__ _ ~ g ~n- h _ ~d- P1-_ 
dt - Tn n "Tis(Wn) Tid 

"" , { Wn-Wn'-WI - L.Jgngn.w,cn(cun-Wn•-wr) BI+ ~d 
1lT'on' WI 

X WI~!+ (wn- Wn•- WI)I\d- Wn~n + Wn•fln• 

Wr 

2w CR( ) Wn- Wn• (Wn- Wn•)~d-(J)nfln} 
- 1 Wn-Wu' ·-

(!)I Ul I 

NrWI 2 '<'l { Os-wn-Wr 
-2-,-- LJ gn W(Os-w-wr)-----

l\wd2 n Wr 

x-Wr~±. (~h_-:-:wn- WI) 1\d + WnPn-- W(Os- Wn + Wr) 
WI 

Os-wn+WI Wr~r-(Os-wn+wi)~d-Wn~n X -- - - ~----·--- :__:__...:.:...:c___....:....c:._ 

ffii WI 

The relaxation times and transition probabilities are 
determined by the formulae 

1 rtV2 Wn r 
---=---- J rp(w){L(w+wn+wi)-L(w+wn-wi)}dw, 
Tis(wn) 8u>, 2 WI-= 

_i_= nv' ~gn~ ~ wp(w){L(w+wn+wi)-L(w+wn-Wr)}dw, 
TId 8wi2 n Wz -00 

1 = 
-.--- -=n~ rp(w)L(w+wn)dw, (9a) 
1si.(wn) -= 
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- v+'(m + i- j) l'l <p(ffin- ffin•± WI), 
J 

(9b) 

Here NI is the number of nuclear spins f = N/No the 
concentration of paramagnetic impurities, No the num
ber of sites in the crystal lattice of the sample; the 
dashed sum L 1 indicates a summation over all sites; 

The correlation functions hs,I ( t) describing the vari
able field are taken in the form 

W1S = YSH1S, Wu = YIHu, where H1S, H1I are the semi
amplitudes of the variable fields. We assume S =I 
= % so that ( s~is;:u ) = (I~ I~> = % and 

(Jt'I') = 1/,NIWI2, (3t'n2) = 1/,Nnwn2, (Jt'i) = '/.Nwd2; (10) 

L ( w), 'fJ ( w), qJ 1 ( w) are Fourier transforms of corre
lation functions: 4 > 

(exp(- ~LJlL)£-0 (t)£+) 
L (t) = (exp (- ~L3t' L)) ' 

(s,,+(t)S,,-> ( ) 
<p(t)= (S,,+s,,-) =<r(-t), <p 1 (t)=[rp(t)]'; 11 

here s:n_ (t) = exp ( i 2/t'dt) s~i exp ( -L1tdt). 
It is natural to expect that the contribution from the 

B-term in 3t'd will be small in the correlator q;(t) 
compared with the contribution from the A-term since 
the first is determined only by the spins of a given 
packet while the second is determined by the spins of 
all packets. Because of this we shall not take the B
term into account in actual calculations of correlators. 
Thanks to that 'fJ ( t) is independent of n and the con
sideration can be appreciably simplified. We must note 
that in deriving Eqs. (8) we used the approximation 

i.e., we neglected the correlations in positions of 
different spins. 

4lThe expression .p 1 (t) = [<p(t)]Z occurs as a consequence of the 
approximation 

which is valid at not too low concentrations of electronic spins. A 
more exact expression for the cross-relaxation function of the 
form <p 1 (wn-Wn') was calculated in the paper by Kiel.[ 10 ] 

The probability wf!R ( Wn - Wn 1 - WI) describes the 
electron-nuclear cross-relaxation, a process in which 
an inversion of the spins of two interacting packets with 
frequencies satisfying the condition Wn - wn 1 ~ WI is 
accompanied by the inversion of the nuclear spin. The 
term w~R neglecting the d-d reservoir was introduced 
phenomenologically in the papers by Kessenikh et al.CsJ 
The term containing W~R ( Wn - Wn 1 ) leads to spectral 
diffusion considered in the papers by Portis and 
Kiel.[!l= w ( ns - Wn ±WI) is the probability for for
bidden transitions, W S ( ns - Wn) and WI ( QI - WI ) the 
probabilities for the usual ESR and NMR; TIL, 
TsL ( wn), T dL the spin-lattice relaxation times for 
:KI, :Kn, and 3t'd. 

If we neglect the d-d reservoir, the spectral diffu
sion, and the electron-nuclear cross-relaxation, we 
obtain the equations which were applied in the paper by 
Lambe et al.C 11J to explain the so-called "distant 
ENDOR." Since it is impossible to solve Eqs. (8) in 
the general form we shall consider some particular 
cases. In the following we assume wd « wf and 
neglect thus the d-d reservoir. 

3. We consider first the relaxation process in the 
case of fast spectral diffusion. We denote by T12 the 
time during which in the electron Zeeman subsystem 
(EZS) internal equilibrium is established with an in
verse temperature f3s common to all spin packets. Let 
the relaxation time for the nuclear Zeeman subsystem 
(NZS) be larger than the time T12. Under those condi
tions the relaxation is described by the equations 

~ = _ ~I- ~L + ~s -!r-_, d~s = _ ~s- PL + PI- ~r. , ( 12) 
dt Cf TIS dl TH Tsi 

where 

1 ~~ 
-- = WcR dwg(w- wo)g(w- ulo- WI), 

TCR 
IS -oo 

cs and ci are the specific heats of the electronic and 
nuclear subsystems and 

One can show [12] that L ( w) = L2 = canst for a two
phonon electron spin-lattice relaxation process and 
L ( w) = L1w2 for a one-phonon process. Hence, in the 
first case Tis = 0 and the relaxation times are deter
mined by the formulae 

1 1 
~= rtLz+--
-rs T~~ rcu ' 

IS 

while in the second case 1/TIS = 1TV 2 W~ L,/2 w:, and 

1 v2 1 1 1 
·-=--nw02L,+-- -=nw 02L1+--
TJ 4w12 TCR ' Ts rr:R ' 

IS Sf 

1 1 v2 

-- =-----nwo2L" 
Lis T~~ 2w12 
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· CR // CR // We cons1der the case TIS '-'- TIL• T Sl '-'- TSL• 
when the EZS and NZS are more strongly coupled with 
one another than with the lattice. Then Tg "" T~r. 
TI "" TfsR and the relaxation for two- and one-phonon 
processes proceeds as follows: equilibrium between 
the E ZS and NZS is fast established, during a time 

A+-i = 1/TisR + 1/Ti,R, 

after which equilibrium with the lattice is slowly estab
lished with a relaxation time 

cs 1 Cr 1 
'---'=---·-+-----, 

cs+cr TsL cs+ci TIL 

In the other limiting case when TsL « T~1R, TI the 
EZS comes into equilibrium with the lattice faster than 
with the NZS and there are independent relaxations of 
Ps and P1: the EZS comes fast into equilibrium with 
the lattice with a relaxation time TS "" TsL; after that 
the NZS tends to equilibrium more slowly with a re
laxation time TI. 

Therefore for a non-uniform broadening in the 
case when cross-relaxation plays a determining 
role for the NZS, PI relaxes to Ps. At the same 
time for a uniform broadening cross-relaxation is 
in general absent in the relaxation process for the 
nuclei which is caused by the anisotropic part of the 
HFI and f3I tends to f3d or PL depending whether or 
not the electronic d-d reservoir is taken into account. 
Because of this the saturation of the usual resonance 
influences the NZS differently: for a non-uniform 
broadening when the cross-relaxation mechanism 
dominates the temperature 1/ f3I and also 1/ f3s in
creases compared to the lattice temperature 1/ PL 
while, generally speaking, for uniform broadening 1/ PI 
"" 1/ PL, if the d-d reservoir is neglected, and 1/ f3I 
"" 1/ I {3d I < 1/ PL (i.e., nuclear polarization is obtained) 
in the opposite case when saturation does not occur 
strictly in the resonance point. 

In conclusion we must note that when TIL<< TC8R, 
TsL << T~1R when cross-relaxation is unimportan~ the 
one-phonon process has an interesting singularity: 
when the ESR is saturated f3s "" 0 and in the stationary 
case PI"" 3PL i.e., the temperature of the NZS is re
duced by a factor three. 

This effect is of a general nature. It occurs also for 
uniform broadening and is a consequence of an additional 
relaxation term containing TIS in Eq. (8) for f3I which 
is non-vanishing in the case of a one-phonon process 
and which is normally neglected. 

4. We turn now to a study of the behavior of the spin 
system under conditions when in the electronic sub
system the spin-lattice relaxation and allowed transi
tions play the major role while in the nuclear subsys
tem the electron-nuclear cross-relaxation plays the 
main role. In that case Eqs. (8) become 

00 

~ ~ dwdw'g(w- ulo)g( w'- Wo) !V,CR( W- w'- WI) 

{ w'~(w')-w~(w) I 
x ~I+ r= o, 

(t)[ 

[p(w)- ~d / TsL = -2\Vs(w- Rs)~(w). (13) 

One usually uses for a consideration of non-uniform 
broadening the following approximations: 

1 { (w-wo) 2 1 
g(w-wo)=-=exp - f• 

l"2nLl. '• 21\. ' 2 

T2 1 ( ) <p(w- Q8 ) = 14 
n 1+T,2 (w-Qs)2 

Using (13) and (14) we easily get 

{ 4n'"s K r - I Pr= BL 1----- J w(w-wo)g2 (w-wo)<p(w-Rs)dw f' (15) 
s+1Ll.'_00 

where 

Ll. 
<p(w-Rs)= ~-----

n K2 +(w-Rs) 2 

- ys + 1 
Ll.=·--

T, 

It is clear that ..:l has the meaning of the width of a 
packet taking saturation into account ( s is the satura
tion parameter). Assuming that s >> 1, but a = '1::../ A* 
« 1 and evaluating the integral occurring in ( 15) in 
zeroth approximation in the parameter a, we get 
finally 

PI= RL {t- 2,,;:;: a Rs(S~s- wu)_ expl- ~s- (J)o)_' ]-~. (16) 
P r Ll.'' L Ll. '" . J 

Equation (16) shows that saturation of the usual reso
nance in the center of a non-uniform line does not lead 
to nuclear polarization. When ansI ..:l * >> 1 and the 
saturation occurs at frequencies ns = Wo ± ..:l*/2 we 
obtain maximum polarization determined by the formula 

V 2n Rs~ 
~I=± -e -~~BL· 

( 17) 

The result obtained can easily be understood on the 
basis of a simple model. We separate from the multi
tude of spin packets three with frequencies wa. w1 
= wa - WI, and w3 = wa + WI and consider them as an 
isolated system described according to (8) by the equa
tions 

·n=!~n'=i 

(18) 

Saturating the allowed resonance at the frequency ns 
= w2 and neglecting the width of the packet we get 

Rs g3-g, 
B2=0, p,=~s=BL, BI"'='-BL----. (19) 

(•JI gs+ g, 

We must note that notwithstanding the fact that we have 
only taken the anisotropic part of the HFI into account, 
the saturation of the allowed resonance leads to a nu
clear polarization effect similar to the Overhauser ef
fect (the usual Overhauser effect is obtained for iso
tropic HFI [l3 ]). Changing to a continuous representa
tion of the spin packets we get in accordance with (19) 

(20) 

The remaining spin packets, apart from those selected 
for the non-uniform line, are not saturated but they 
make an additional contribution to the nuclear relaxa
tion and in connection with this there occurs a "loss 
factor" as in the usual Overhauser effect which leads 
to a decrease in the polarization effect. The loss factor 
is equal to the ratio of the total relaxation time to the 
relaxation time of the process leading to the nuclear 
polarization and in our case it is of order t./ ..:l * so 
that if we take all packets into account we must have 

(21) 
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The factor exp {-(Us- wo) 2/A* 2 } in the frequency 
range considered is of order unity and its absence in 
the approximate Eq. (21) is connected with the neglect 
of the relative weight of the packets. 

5. The stationary equations describing DNP 
neglecting cross-relaxation spectral diffusion, and the 
d-d reservoir have in the case of a two-phonon process 
the form 

~(w)- ~L =- 2W8 (Q8 - w)~(w)- 2~{W(!Js- w-wr) 
TsL N 

X r~(w)+ -:!_~I,+ IV(!Js- ~) + wi) [ ~(w)-: ~I]}. (22) 

We assume that 
NI 

2W(O)Tn~1, 2NW(O)TsL<1. 

(These conditions do not contradict one another as TsL 
« TIL·) We can then neglect in the first equation the 
relaxation term and in the second one the terms con
nected with forbidden transitions. As a result we get 

x{ r dw g(w- <oo)[W(Qs -w + wi)+ W(Q8 - w- wi)] r'. 
~~ ~(w) = ~L I [1 + 2TsLWs(Q8 - w) ]. {23) 

We introduce the quantities T2 = 1rcp ( 0), T! = JTg ( 0), 
s = 2TsLWs{O) = {yH1) 2 TsLTa. It is clear that 1/Ta 
~A, 1/T! ~A*. Bearing inmind that 1/T2 «wi» 1/T! 
« Us, Wo and assuming that ( wi T2 ) 2 >> s, we get 

~I=~L{ 1 + Qs dg(Qs-wo)}. 
g(Qs- wo) dQs 

(24) 

If Us is sufficiently far from the center of the line 
Qs dg(Qs-wo) 

~I ~ ~L --:-::-..;;__--:- ~---:-::--'-
g(Qs- «>o) dQs 

(25) 

The result (2 5) differs from Eq. (7 .29) given by 
JeffriesC4 J in which for the derivation for the enhance
ment of the polarization absolute rather than relative 
fractions of the spins taking part in the production of 
the nuclear polarization were used; in this connection 
there also occurred an extra factor 

tl{g(Qs-u>o+wi} +g(r.!s-wo-wi}} ~ 2tlg(Qs-coo). 

in comparison with (25). 
6. We now turn to a study of the influence of the 

spectral diffusion on DNP. To do this we must first of 
all solve the equation 

~(co~- ~L =_!__I dw1g(w1- u>o) w.cR(w- W1 )[<·>'~(w 1)- '"~(w)j 
SL W 

~~ (26) 
- 211's(<o- r.!s)~(w). 

We assume that g ( w 1 - Wo) is a slowly varying func
tion compared to w~R ( w - w 1 ) and {3 ( w 1 ) while 
{3( W 1 ) in turn varies more slowly than w~n( w - W 1 ). 

Similar assumptions are made for the derivation of any 
diffusion equation. Removing g ( w 1 - w0 ) from under 

the integral sign and expanding f3 ( w 1 ) in a series near 
the point w 1 = w we get the equation 

IP~(w) sn 
·---k2jl(w) =- k2jlL + k2-<p(w- Qs)jl(w), (27) 

dw2 T2 

where 

1 
k2=--, 

DTsL 

~ 

!l.cR2 = ~ (w 1 -w)2<p,(w1 -w)dw1 , 

WzCR(O) 
WCR=---

'Pt (0) . 

In form Eq. (27) is the same as the diffusion equation 
and was first used in Ref. [a]. D is the diffusion coef
ficient, 1/k = vi ( DTsL) is the frequency distance over 
which the spin excitation is transferred during a time 
TsL when spectral diffusion is taken into account. 

Assuming that Us lies in the region which is suf
ficiently close to the center of the non-uniform line we 
shall look for a solution of Eq. (27) with the boundary 
conditions5 > 

~(w,) = ~(w2) = ~L, w,, 2 = Wo + !!.' /2. {28) 

Equation (27) with the boundary conditions (28) is 
equivalent to the integral equation 

where 

sh[k(w- w,)] 
~ ( w) = ~L + J (w, wt)- J ( wz, u>t) -----;-~-;;-; 

sh(k!J.') 

snk r 
J(w, wt) = ~ J ~(w1)<p(w1 - r.!s)sh[k(co- co 1 )] dw 1 , 

Tz 
"'• 

(29) 

and in accordance with the slow nature of the change in 
g ( w - w0 ) compared to {3 ( w) we neglected the fre
quency dependence of the diffusion coefficient. Since 6 > 

k I Tz < 1, 

we have 

where 

snk 
J(co, co1 ) ~ ~ ~(Qs)sh[k(co- r.!s)]f(co- r.!s), 

Tz 

w-Qs 

f(w-Qs)= <p(x)dx, f(O)= ~, f(wz-r.!s)~ 1. 

f(co,- r.!s) ~ 0. 

According to (30) the approximate solution of Eq. 
(27) has the form 

snk{ ~(co)=~L+~ sh[k(co-Qs)]/(co-Qs) 
Tz 

sh[k(wz-Q8 )]sh[k(co-co,)]} 
- sh k!!.' ~(Qs)' 

(30) 

_ { snk sh [k(wz- r.!s)] sh(k(Qs- Wt)] }~' (31) 
~(Qs)- ~L 1 + Tz sh M' 

If we bear in mind that our consideration is valid only 
provided the conditions kA * » 1, k ( w 2 - Us) » 1, 

5 lThe choice of w 1 2 in (28) is not necessary. All results remain 
valid as long as w 1 and ~2 are chosen such that k(w 0 -w 1 ) ;p I, 
k(w 2 -w 0 ) ;p I. 

6lThe derivation of Eq.(27) given above assumes that the 
condition k/T 2 ~ I is satisfied; on the other hand, if k/T 2 > I spectral 
diffusion does in general not play any role. 
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k ( ~S - w 1) » 1 are satisfied we get finally 

~(w) = _13~{1 + s'[1- exp(- klw- Q 8 1 )]}. (32) 
1 + s' 

We assumed that I w - ~S I>> t;,.. Here s' = s7Tk/2T2 is 
the ESR saturation parameter in the case of non-uni
form broadening. As k/T2 << 1 saturation sets in for 
non-uniform broadening at a larger amplitude of the 
variable field than in the case of uniform broadening 
which is physically completely understandable since the 
ener5y of the variable field absorbed at a given fre
quency ~S is redistributed among many spin packets 
because of spectral diffusion. 

For strong ESR saturation s' >> 1 and 

[3{w) = ~L{1- exp (-k/w- f.!s/)}. (33) 

It is interesting to note that one can easily obtain the 
solution (33) by taking into account the influence of the 
saturating variable field using the additional boundary 
condition {3 ( ~S) = 0 as was essentially done by 
Portis. [aJ 

Substituting {3 ( w) from (32) into (33) we get after 
straightforward calculations the following expressions 
for the inverse temperature of the nuclear subsystem 

- 1+,s'(1-e-k"I){ f.!s dg(Qs-wo)+1}.(34) 
[3I- ~L 1 + s' g(Qs- wo) dQs 

For strong saturation and sufficiently far from the 
center of the non-uniform line 

k Q 8 dg(Qs- wo) (35) 
~ 1 = ~ d 1 - e- "1) -,-.----:- ----:::::---

g(Qs- wo) dQs 

When kwi » 1 spectral diffusion is unimportant and 
the old result (2 5) is obtained; if, however, kwi « 1 
due to the spectral diffusion the polarization effect is 
decreased by a factor 1/kwi. Physically this result is 
completely understandable. It is clear that kwi 
= -1 ( Td/Tsd where Td = wt/D is the time for dif-

fusion over a distance WI· If Td « TsL the influence 
of the boundary condition in the point w = ns on the 
inverse temperature {3(~s ±WI) determining the 
nuclear polarization dominates under the influence of 
spin-lattice relaxation, i.e., saturation of the usual 
resonance at the frequency ~S will also cause satura
tion at the frequencies ~S ± WI and the effective polari
zation is approximately reduced by a factor v'(TsL/Td). 
In the opposite limiting case when Td » TsL, 
{3(~s ±WI) is mainly determined by spin-lattice re
laxation and equal to f3L, i.e., spectral diffusion does 
not affect the DNP. 
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